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Whenever you need to capture your on-screen activities or simply want to take a picture of what's happening on your mobile screen, DU Recorder should always be able to impress you with its interesting and useful features. Here in the app, you can have access to useful registration options and enjoy a variety of their
useful features, which will allow simple and effective screen recording experiences. In addition, the app also serves as a powerful video editor for you to enjoy freely. Feel free to explore the app and make all kinds of interesting changes to your videos, using the editing features provided and materials. And most
importantly, the app now supports convenient and useful streaming experiences on any of your favorite social networks. Thus, allowing users to easily stream their activities on the mobile screen online. Learn more about the interesting application of our full reviews. For those who do not know yet, it is not possible to
record the activities that are happening on the screens of your mobile phone, as this is not supported by the Android operating system. However, with the useful apps in the online store, you'll find it very simple when it comes to recording everything on your mobile screen. And THE DU Recorder, which is among the
highest rated mobile apps for screen recording, should definitely impress you with its useful apps. Feel free to activate the app on your mobile devices and start making uses of its powerful functionality to easily capture screen records on your Android devices. Or alternatively, you can even enjoy various video editing
options in DU Recorder, which offers many different customizations and tweaks that you can perform on your videos. And finally, to make it easier to live stream your mobile screen online, DU Recorder also offers fast and effective options that are always available. If you are interested in the useful mobile app and would
like to make uses of its exciting features, then it is entirely possible for you to install DU Recorder on the Google Play Store without having to pay anything. The app is currently free and will offer most of its interesting features for free. However, if you want to enjoy the advanced features and have better experiences with
your screen recorder, then you may need a certain payment for the premium app. And at the same time, to ensure that the app can work properly, you'll also need a working Android device that's running the latest firmware versions, just to make sure it's compatible with the app. In addition, the application does not
require root permissions to access your display screen, which makes it very convenient than most other applications. And finally, as the DU Recorder will need access to your display, you should have the Accessibility option turned on for this app. Only then, you should be able to run it are all the amazing features that the
app has to offer:To get started, for those of you who are in need of a useful mobile app that will allow you to stream your screen on YouTube, Facebook or Twitch. Feel free to log in to your accounts and select from the different app settings. Choose your preferred video quality and customize options to further enhance
videos in DU Recorder. Then select the live streaming option through the app and you can start streaming any content you find interesting. In addition, with the app, users can have access to many useful settings, which will improve their live streaming experiences. Start with privacy level settings, which provide complete
security as you try to stream videos from your system. And with real-time audience reviews, you can still keep track of your current chatbox. Feel free to interact with your viewers through the front camera while streaming. And most importantly, you can start making uses of live tools in DU Recorder, which offers many
useful streaming options on each of these available platforms, allowing live donations, streaming goals and more. For those of you who are in need of an effective screen recorder tool, you can quickly find yourself enjoying du recorder's useful mobile app, which allows for much more convenient screen recording
experiences. Start with many available resolutions, frame rate, and bitrate settings, which will provide the most stable and enjoyable videos. In addition, supported HD videos will also make the app extremely useful when it comes to streaming. You are free to make various changes to your videos while recording,
including turning the front camera on and off, pausing or resuming videos, making live drawings on the screen using the provided brush, turning external sounds on or off, and more. And at the same time, with all the useful control options available in the app, you'll find yourself making quick and effective changes to
videos. Here, you will have access to control options through a floating window and notification bar. And the settings won't be written, even when the app is turned on. And whenever you need to stop recording the videos, you can simply shake your device to make it stop. Feel free to connect to your Wi-Fi connection and
use your PC to download videos and screenshots as you wish. Make uses of the gif maker to turn your videos into interesting GIFs. And finally, to allow more storage space for your videos, DU Recorder also offers internal cards and SD for you to choose from. With the videos or any other videos that are currently in your
phone's storage, you can simply make changes to them using the video editor provided in the DU Recorder. Feel free to trim videos and split them at any point you want. Crop the videos and images to better fit them into any of your Ratios. Merge the selected videos into a full video for more editing apps and more. And
at the same time, you are now able to make complete changes to your videos by making uses of the provided editing materials and visual effects. Start by adding music and audio effects to your videos to make them more intuitive and interactive. Also, make uses of the voice recording feature to make your comment
intuitive for videos. Get better video narrationby adding text or captions to any part of the videos as you wish. Place certain frames and stickers, which will make the videos more interesting and exciting. Make uses of speed settings to create your fast or slow motion videos so you can easily create powerful visual
impressions with every part of the videos. And finally, feel free to express your creativity and add various filters and effects to the videos to make them more engaging. Along with recording and live streaming the Android screen, du recorder users can also take screenshots and edit them with many options available in the
app. Feel free to make uses of one hand control to easily capture the images. And at the same time, start making changes to photos using the built-in photo editor with many of its useful features. Crop your captured images to best suit your purposes. Make uses of the Blur option to create interesting pixelated parts of the
videos. And feel free to combine multiple images into one with the grid options provided. Despite all the exciting features it has to offer, DU Recorder is still an Android Freemium app, which requires users to make certain purchases to enjoy its full version of the app. Thus, you will definitely find our unlocked version of the
app quite interesting as it offers full access to all available features without requiring you to pay for anything. Just download the DU Recorder Mod APK on our website, follow the instructions provided and you will be ready to go. Here, you can get rid of the annoying watermark and create your own. Further personalize
recording experiences and more. For those of you who are in need of a full app to replace your free mobizen screen recorder, then the modified version of DU Recorder on our website will certainly be useful. Feel free to download and install the amazing mobile app absolutely for free, and you can start making uses of
the powerful screen recording and screen capture options in DU Recorder. DU Recorder is a stable and high quality screen recorder for Android that helps you record smooth and clear screen videos. With a variety of features, such as Screen recorder, video recorder, video editor and no need for rooting, DU Recorder
provides an easy way to record screen videos such as game videos, video calls, live shows and more – making by doing Simple! Advantages: No root need, NO HIGH-QUALITY video recording time limit: 1080p, 12Mbps, 60FPSProvides interfaces in OVER 20 LANGUAGESKey Features: ★ Screen RecordingDU
Recorder provides stable and fluid screen recording. With this screen recorder, you can easily record popular videos from mobile games; you can record video calls with family and friends; You can also record popular programs in live apps like Periscope and Bigo Live! DU Recorder is designed with the following free
features:------ many resolutions, frame rates, and bit rates available; SUPPORT FOR HD video ------ Pause/screen recording resume ------ Enable front camera (facecam)------ Record external sound------ Record the control screen through the floating window or notification bar; hide floating window for frameless video------
View click operations on screen recording------ Shake device to stop recording screen------ Alternate storage location: Internal storage/SD card------ Brush: Touch screen to draw------ Using a computer connected to Wi-Fi, Download videos and screenshots to your computer------ GIF Creator: A GIF Recorder helps you
record the screen as GIF------ Live Creator: Livestream your screen to YouTube, Facebook and Twitch with DU Recorder★ Video EditorDU Recorder has many video editing functions that can help you create better videos. You can easily do the following video editing operations with the screen recorder :------ Trim video /
Remove the middle part of the video------ Merge videos: Combine mutiple videos into one------ Add background music to the video------ Adjust the video volume------ Add subtitles to the video------ Add intro and another to the video------ Add background image to vertical video------ Change video speed------ Rotate video------



Crop------ Convert video to GIF★ Live CreatorWith DU Recorder screen transmission, you can stream your screen to YouTube, Facebook and Twitch. You can stream the gameplay to show off your skills, or stream movies, TV shows and sporting events to share the things you like with more people! DU Recorder
provides the following features to help you stream live easily:------ Broadcast resolution settings, high-quality streaming------ Livestream privacy level settings------ real-time audience feedback------ You can use the front camera when livestreaming------ Live Tools: Enjoy many YouTube live tools for better live streaming:
donations, signature and donation goals, message robot... ★ Screenshots and Image EditingDU Recorder is not just a screen recorder for but also an app to capture screenshots and edit images. With du Recorder, you can take a screenshot in just one click. With just one hand. No more squeezing and holding. Quick
and easy! You can also share your screenshots or use image editing tools in the app to stitch and crop local images. ----- Use notification bar or floating window to take a Stitch Images.----- Stitch Images: Intelligently combine multiple images into one. ----- Blur Image: Pixelate the image to cover areas you don't want to
show.----- Crop Image: Keep only the part of the image you want. If you have any comments or suggestions on du recorder, please contact us at durecorder2016@gmail.com. We appreciate your feedback!! Follow us on Facebook: to our YouTube channel:
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